Three-dimensional image reconstruction for preoperative surgical planning and intraoperative navigation for the resection of low-grade gliomas was performed in 20 patients. Thirteen of these surgeries were performed while the patient received a local anesthetic to allow for cortical mapping. Ninety percent of the patients were functionally intact postoperatively. The authors propose that the combination of the three-dimensional image reconstruction and surgical navigation, in conjunction with intraoperative cortical mapping, provides an additional means for surgeons to improve the safety and precision of the procedures.
Diagnostic imaging tools such as magnetic resonance (MR) imaging are useful in predicting tumor location, volume, and histological composition. The different MR modalities that may be used for assessment include T 1 -and, T 2 -weighted images, MR angiograms, and functional MR imaging: all of these help to complete the initial diagnosis and aid planning of the surgical approach and subsequent patient management. The increased use of three-dimensional (3-D) image reconstruction methods [1, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23, 27] and surgical navigators [2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 26, [30] [31] [32] has resulted in a substantial changes in the practice of neurosurgery. We have developed a protocol for the use of 3-D reconstructions that combines these modalities into one comprehensive model, which is then used for surgical planning and intraoperative navigation. Intraoperative navigation is performed using a frameless stereotactic LED-based surgical navigator. [20] The 3-D image reconstruction method allows the surgeon to view all other neighboring cortical structures and provides a useful tool for planning the surgical approach and accurately assessing the extent of the tumor margins. The subsequent use of these reconstructions for intraoperative surgical guidance provides a comprehensive representation of the patient's brain that integrates anatomical and functional information for the optimization of both extent of tumor resection and patient safety.
Although the role of surgery in the treatment of low-grade gliomas remains controversial, recent retrospective studies in which the effects of total and subtotal resections have been analyzed suggest that extended survival may be achieved with extensive surgical resection. [14, 19, 24, 28, 33] It has also been reported that the high risk of recurrence, either as a low-grade or higher-grade lesion, is reduced when less residual tumor is present after surgery. [4] Although it is necessary to maximize tumor resection, it is also imperative to maximize resection safety, thereby minimizing the risk of postoperative neurological deficits. Consequently, it is necessary to gain a firm understanding of the anatomical and functional architecture surrounding the lesion, which becomes less evident because precise information on the location of motor, sensory, speech, naming and visual cortices is not readily available when using conventional imaging techniques. These features are highly variable among patients. As a result, intraoperative cortical stimulation and mapping remains the most valid indicator of function. [5, 6] The ability to integrate the anatomical information provided by the 3-D image reconstruction with the functional data from intraoperative cortical stimulation produces a useful resource for surgeons. Twenty patients in whom a low-grade glioma was resected by using 3-D navigation were studied retrospectively.
CLINICAL MATERIAL AND METHODS

Patient Selection
Twenty patients (12 males and eight females) were selected retrospectively based on the results of postoperative histopathological findings. The patient ages ranged from 13 to 50 years old.
Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction Data
A specific protocol for 3-D image reconstruction was created. The MR images were originally acquired in a series of 124 postcontrast spoiled gradient recalled acquisition (SPGR) slices. Each slice was 1.5 mm thick with 256 X 256 matrix in a 240 X 240-field of view (FOV) and was obtained using a 1.5 tesla superconducting MR imaging system (Signa; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Four more sequences were obtained including sagittal T 1 -weighted spin-echo images, axial T 2 -weighted spin-echo images, axial T 1 -weighted spin-echo images, and 3-D phase-contrast MR angiograms. The MR angiogram (256 X 256 matrix in a 200 X 240-mm FOV) is obtained in either the sagittal or axial plane. The velocity encoding is chosen specifically for each case: 60 cm/second for the arterial structures and 20 cm/second for venous structures. Raw MR image data are digitally transferred to a workstation (Ultra SPARC Station; Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain View, CA) at the Surgical Planning Lab via electronic network.
Image Processing
Each image is initially filtered by means of anisotropic diffusion. [9] Each SPGR sequence is segmented by using signal intensities and voxel connectivity. [10, 11] Each structure including skin, brain, ventricles, vessels and other relevant structures including the lesion are segmented by using the marching cubes algorithm and surface rendering. [10, 11, 13] The structures are then integrated in a single-model Creator3D (Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain View, CA) and displayed on a workstation (Sun) running the LAVA (Sun) program. The model can be rotated in any direction, and each structure may be rendered translucent or transparent.
Image Registration
To fuse the imaging information a coregistration method has been used routinely that combines SPGR images with those obtained using MR angiography, proton density-, and T 1 -and T 2 -weighted images. [34] This method insures that a lesion that might be missed on one image will be revealed by another. These modalities may then be combined with computerized tomography scanning for bony structures and with single-photon emission computerized tomography data to increase the resources available to the surgeons both pre-and intraoperatively.
Intraoperative Navigation
Prior to surgery, a dynamic reference frame equiped with three LEDs (Image Guided Technologies, Inc.) is fixed next to the patient's head. An LED probe is used to record from a series of points on the patient's skin (Image Guided Technologies, Inc.). The information is tracked using an optical digitizer (Flashpoint 5000; Image Guided Technologies, Inc.). The points recorded in real space are then matched to the 3-D model in a two-stage process. An initial rough alignment is achieved by recording the real-space location of three points and then manually matching those points on the MR imaging model. This initial registration is refined by finding the optimal transformation that aligns all of the points on the skin surface of the model. [30] Following registration, the surgeon is asked to point to a known area on the patient using the LED probe to confirm correspondence among the patient and the 3-D model and MR imaging slices. During the surgery, the surgeon uses a sterile LED probe to point to any point on or inside the patient's brain. Any point may be recorded and displayed on the 3-D model by using an arrow or simple dot (see Fig. 1 
of the patient's brain. The vessels are represented in blue, the ventricles in light blue, the precentral gyrus in purple, and the tumor in green. The red dot corresponds to the speech area. The white arrow represents the probe on the adjacent intraoperative image. Lower: Orthogonal MR slices and cross-hairs representing the probe position.
Cortical Stimulation
Cortical stimulation in cases in which the lesion was thought to be near eloquent cortical areas was performed according to the technique previously described. [5] 
RESULTS
Twenty patients with low-grade gliomas underwent surgery in which 3-D image reconstruction and surgical navigation were used to aid the surgeon. There were 10 low-grade astrocytomas (Grades I, II), seven oligoastrocytomas (without anaplastic features), and three oligodendrogliomas. Thirteen patients underwent cortical mapping; of these seven underwent speech and motor mapping, two underwent motor mapping alone, one underwent speech mapping alone, and three underwent motor and sensory mapping. A subtotal resection was achieved in 31% of patients. Ninety percent of the patients exhibited no neurological deficits. One patient exhibited temporary left-sided weakness. Cortical mapping had represented the sensory cortex diffusely behind this patient's gross tumor. The weakness was thought to be due to swelling. One patient showed a mild, left-sided upper-extremity proprioceptive deficit that was due to a vascular accident on postoperative Day 1 (Tables 1-3 ).
ILLUSTRATIVE CASE
This 38-year-old man presented with episodes of word-finding difficulties. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a space-occupying lesion in the left frontal lobe that was consistent with a low-grade glioma. Three-dimensional image reconstruction was performed preoperatively and tumor and the precentral gyrus were visualized (Fig. 1) . The patient underwent an awake left frontotemporal craniotomy with speech mapping. Intraoperative navigational guidance was used to assist in the resection of his glioma. When the dura was opened, slightly abnormal tissue could be identified, and it appeared to be just in front of Broca's area. The speech area was mapped out using the Ojemann bipolar stimulator (Radionics, Inc., Burlington, MA) and it was recorded on the 3-D model. The intraoperative navigator was used to localize the tumor for the craniotomy and resection. The tumor seemed to extend medially just underneath the speech area. The navigator was used to localize this area, which was then carefully resected without affecting the patient's speech. After administration of intravenous sedation, the patient was awake and conversant throughout the procedure. A total resection was achieved. The patient tolerated the operation well and was released in good condition.
DISCUSSION
Although the length of survival in patients initially diagnosed with low-grade gliomas has significantly increased during the past decade, the importance of radical resection in the enhancement of survival remains controversial. [21, 25, 29] However, significant evidence has been presented to support the theory that lower residual tumor volume retards the recurrence and malignant transformation of these tumors. [4, 7] We present a tool that enhances the efficiency of lesion localization and determination of its boundaries and provides functional data on the areas surrounding it. Several surgical challenges may be overcome by using our technique. First, MR imaging data are normally presented in a two-dimensional format that requires the surgeon to mentally transform it into 3-D space and obviously requires a firm understanding of the anatomical architecture of the brain surrounding the lesion in 3-D space. Our 3-D image reconstructions provide an intuitive way for the surgeon to visualize the lesion, including its size, exact location, and effect on brain architecture. Cortical lesions, even if they do not cause a mass effect, often disrupt the brain's surface, therefore perturbing any functional assessment based on anatomy and increasing the risk of postoperative neurological deficits. Our surface-rendering method provides a detailed representation of the brain surface and thus gives valuable insight into the surgical strategy. Each gyrus and sulcus is reproduced, resulting in a reliable depiction of the brain based on the preoperative MR images. The ability to vary the opacity for each substructure including the skin and brain allows a thorough spatial understanding of the location of the lesion in relation to the whole head.
Safe resection of a tumor involves keeping the patient functionally intact. When lesions are located near eloquent cortex, cortical stimulation in the awake patient remains the most reliable method to guide safe resection. [5] [6] [7] The intraoperative navigator that we described allows any probed point to be recorded on the 3-D model and orthogonal MR slices. [20] The ability to track the Ojemann stimulator and record its position on the models and the MR images enables the surgeon to view the areas that are functionally relevant in relation to the tumor as well as to the rest of the brain. This complements the conventional technique of marking eloquent sites with sterile numbered tickets on the brain surface. The ability to record the stimulation results as markers on the 3-D model, which enables to surgeon to see them in the 3-D configuration of the lesion, provides a better correlation between the images and the operative field.
Additional benefits of 3-D image reconstruction include a better understanding of the effect of the lesion on the brain's anatomy. It also improves localization of the lesion for planning the incision, the craniotomy, and for resecting the tumor with minimal damage to the normal brain tissue.
Although these techniques facilitate the resection, they are not direct predictors of a patient's prognosis. This is especially true because the major cause of mortality in these patients is the malignant transformation of these tumors into high-grade gliomas. [7] Using the 3-D image reconstruction and intraoperative navigation techniques for the surgical management of patients with low-grade glioma helps guide the surgeon and therefore maximizes achievement of the surgical goal. However, the progression of tumor remains intrinsic to its cellular properties. A longer follow-up period and correlation of the extent of resection with a long-term survival will be needed to determine the advantages of these techniques on the overall management of patients.
